This study examines the use of a passively actuated trailing edge of a thin wing during oscillation motion. The integration of a flexible trailing edge with an oscillating wing has the ability to alter the transient lift and drag characteristics, as well as the time averaged values. The results are obtained for a chord-length based Reynolds number of 0 and 40,000, and at oscillation frequencies of 0.5 and 1 Hz. The non-dimensional heaving amplitude is fixed at 0.25 and the pitching is 20°. The flexibility of the trailing edge is controlled by a torsion rod between the main wing and the trailing edge. Three conditions are evaluated: a very stiff rod (essentially non-flexible trailing edge), a moderately flexible rod and a very flexible rod. Results obtained indicate that lift and drag have a shift in the time averaged values, where the drag and lift both decrease as the trailing edge flexibility increases. These findings have application to both enhanced propulsion and energy harvesting.
INTRODUCTION
Motivated by biomimetics, research studies on the fluid dynamics of natural fliers have rapidly increased in the past 30 years. Improving the aerodynamic performance of small, thin wings enhances the propulsion efficiency used in surveillance and rescuing missions. The drawback with thin airfoils in low Reynolds number flows is that at large angles of attack, leading edge flow separation occurs resulting in a Kelvin-Helmholtz flow instability [1, 2] . Flow separation leads to a sudden change in lift and drag, which can cause a rapid decrease in aerodynamic performance. The key to efficient maneuverability, agility and precise control found in birds and insects is their wing flapping motion. The effect of flapping motion, which is an oscillatory motion that is a combination of heaving and pitching, has been extensively investigated. Jones and Platzer [3, 4] performed studies on micro-air vehicles (MAVs) that were propelled by flapping motion. They found that the transient aerodynamic forces can be altered by the onset of leading edge vortex shedding (LEVS). Tuncer et al. [5] investigated the effect of flapping motion of a NACA0012 airfoil, and observed that the propulsive efficiency is directly related to the flapping frequency, the amplitude of pitching and heaving motions, the phase shift between the pitching and heaving, and the Reynolds number.
In addition to propulsion, energy harvesting concepts can be enhanced and improved. Substantial research on oscillating foils for energy extraction using numerical simulations has been performed. When a wing oscillates at a certain optimal frequency and amplitude, the timing of LEVS is synchronized such that vortices and dynamic stall become beneficial to the unsteady aerodynamic loadings [6, 7] . The shed vortices have a low pressure core above and below the surface depending on whether the foil is moving downward or upward, respectively. This low pressure region creates a suction effect that increases the pressure difference between the top and the bottom surfaces, thus enhancing lift force.
Conventional models that are used to study oscillating wing aerodynamics are based on the assumption that the wing is rigid [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, birds and insects have wings that have varying chordwise and spanwise flexibility. Wing flexibility has a considerable effect on flow physics and aerodynamic performance. Flapping wings with spanwise and chordwise flexibility have been studied experimentally [8] [9] [10] as well as computationally [11] [12] [13] . It has been shown that for low Re, flexible wings provide improvement of the lift-to-drag ratios [14, 15] . Heathcote and Gursul [16] used a heaving teardrop airfoil with a flexible filament at the tail to show that there exists a range of flexibility of the trailing edge filament that provides increased propulsion efficiency. Furthermore, Lee and Kim [17] performed two-dimensional fluid structure interaction simulations to examine flow features of a flapping insect with structural flexibility. They suggested that wing deformation induces a camber effect to the airfoil, which increases the effective angle of attack. They also observed that lift is mostly generated during downstroke by high effective angle of attack and LEVS. On the other hand, thrust is produced at the end of the upstroke by the formation of a reverse Karman vortex street. Additionally, studies were conducted for flexible flapping wings at zero Re (hovering conditions) [18, 19] . It was discovered that the thrust was greater for the flexible airfoils than for rigid foils.
Due to the high complexity of continuous flexibility, this study focused on the use of a two-component wing model developed by Toomey and Eldredge [20] . This model consists of a trailing edge connected to the leading body by a torsion rod. The torsion rod provides passive rotational flexibility and the leading element is controlled to undergo flapping kinematics. The relationship between aerodynamic loadings, trailing edge flexibility and wing motion is explored.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Apparatus
The experiment was performed in a subsonic wind tunnel (1.2m x 1.4m) at Oregon State University (OSU) with turbulence levels under 1.0%. A pitching, heaving and force measurement device has been built at OSU for flapping wing applications. The device uses a pair of Futek load cells to measure normal and axial forces on the wing. The system has a response time of less than 1 ms and a maximum load of 22.2 N. The resolution with calibration is 0.002 N. The system is operated through a LabView program using a 10 bit A/D converter. It can heave smoothly through 5 cm at up to 1 Hz, and pitches through a range of 45°.
The wing was fabricated in house using fused deposition modeling. It has a chord length of 20 cm, span of 20 cm and thickness of 4 mm (2%). The leading and trailing edges are elliptical with a 5:1 major to minor axis ratio. Figure 1 shows the device with the wing mounted on it. The trailing edge is hinged to the leading element with a torsion rod, which can be changed to modify the wing flexibility. A schematic of the wing is shown in Fig. 2 . Trailing edge deflection is achieved by bending one end of the torsion rod and inserting the bend into a slot located on the side of the trailing edge, and by crimping the other end of the rod into an imbedded clamp. This clamp sits flush with the leading element, and clamps down on the torsion rod by torquing down a fastener. Once this fastener is adequately torqued, the torsion rod is held in place by frictional forces.
Due to its inertia, the trailing edge droops creating a negative angle with the leading element. In order to keep them parallel to each other, the torsion rods were pre-tensioned. Pre-tension was performed by creating a positive trailing edge angle relative to the leading body, and then torquing down on the fastener.
Motion Description
The motion of the oscillating wing is defined by the following two equations:
where and are the heaving and pitching amplitude, respectively; f is the oscillation frequency; and is the phase difference between heaving and pitching. In this study , and are kept constant at 5 cm, 20° and 90° respectively. The heaving amplitude is nondimensionalized as the following:
where c is the wing chord length. The wing pitching was over +/-20°, such that the angle of attack varied from 0° to 40°. The pitching axis is located 22 cm behind the center of the wing. The Reynolds number in this study is based on the wing chord length. The experiment was conducted at two Reynolds numbers, 40,000 and 0, where the latter is a representation of hovering flight. For Re = 40,000, the reduced frequency is defined as:
where ∞ is the free-stream velocity. Tests were carried out for k = 0.03, 0.045, 0.06.
An imaging system was used to document the pitching and heaving motion as well as the spring flexibility and trailing edge deflection, . A digital video camera (120 fps at 1280 x 720 pixel resolution) was used in conjunction with Tracker© software using fiducial marks placed on the mid-chord and on the trailing edge of the wing to track the position and the angle of deflection, respectively. To measure the flexibility of the torsion rods, a mass was attached to the trailing edge, and images of the downward static deflection were captured. Image processing was performed to obtain the angle of deflection. The rod torsion constant, , can be defined as the following:
where torque = mass × × 
Force Measurement
The forces exerted on the wing consist of inertial and aerodynamic components. To isolate the lift and drag forces from the forces measured by the load cells, the inertia must be subtracted. The inertia in the vertical direction is a combination of the wing mass multiplied by the acceleration due to heaving and the y-component acceleration due to pitching. On the other hand, the inertia in the horizontal direction is solely from the xcomponent acceleration of the pitching motion.
The lift and drag forces are nondimensionalized by the oscillation frequency, heaving amplitude, and air density: * = 2 4 (8) * = 2 4 (9)
where and are dimensional lift and drag, respectively. This nondimensionalization scheme was chosen to account for the zero Re number in hovering condition. Time averaged values of non-dimensional lift and drag were obtained by integrating with respect to time over one complete cycle.
Based on the image processing, the calculated uncertainty of the wing position for 0.5 and 1 Hz were 1.8 and 3.6 %, respectively. The force measurement uncertainty includes the resolution error of the load cells and the position error that propagates to the inertia calculations. The uncertainty varied from 10% to 16% over the range of frequencies and flow conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are organized to illustrate the instantaneous nondimensional lift and drag forces, angle of trailing edge deflection and oscillation motion for Re = 0 and 40,000 for various cycle parameters. Figure 3 shows the instantaneous lift as a function of time. It is clear from this plot that the time trace of the peak force is consistent from cycle to cycle. Based on this, results are presented for two periods of the oscillation in the rest of the figures to illustrate the time dependence. The results show that the rigid wing produces the largest lift, followed by the moderately flexible and then the very flexible wing. Contrary to this, the most flexible wing produces the lowest drag, where the peak force is 67% of that produced by the rigid wing. Special attention is drawn to the angle of trailing edge deflection in Fig. 4c . The deflection angle of the two flexible trailing edges are about 90° out of phase. Due to the low oscillation frequency and zero Reynolds number flow, the amplitude of the deflection is about the same for the two trailing edges. The maximum and minimum deflection angle of the moderately flexible wing occur at the lowest and highest pitching angle, respectively. On the other hand, the very flexible trailing edge has the maximum deflection at the beginning of the upstroke and downstroke. Furthermore, it should be noted that the high frequency fluctuations of the angle of deflection occur due to the flutter of the trailing edge caused by the torsion rod recoil.
(a) (a) Figure 5 shows the results for 1 Hz oscillation frequency. Here, it can be seen that lift is not affected by the trailing edge flexibility as compared with the drag. Similar to the lower oscillation frequency, the most flexible wing produces the least drag. Moreover, the trailing edge deflection is somewhat similar to the lower frequency case where the deflection angles are 90° out of phase. The phase shift of the peak drag and lift forces relative to the angle of deflection and airfoil motions also follows the same trend as the lower oscillation frequency case. However, the high frequency fluctuations of the deflection angle due to torsion recoil is considerably decreased, but the amplitude of the recoil is increased due to the higher trailing edge inertia at the higher oscillation frequency. Additionally, as indicated in Fig.  5c , the magnitude of the deflection is twice as large as the deflection at the lower frequency case (Fig. 4c) for both the moderatley flexible as well as the flexible trailing edge. Figure 6 displays the time averaged lift and drag versus oscillation frequency. For the motion imposed on the wing in this study, the mean lift decreases significantly with increasing oscillation frequency as can be seen in Fig. 6a . The difference in lift between the three trailing edge flexibilities is largest at low oscillation frequencies, and decreases with increasing frequency. In addition, the drag also decreases with increasing oscillation frequency (Fig. 6b) . Noted by the average negative drag value, thrust is produced by the most flexible wing at f = 1 Hz. This means that at this frequency, the wing with the highest flexibility causes the vortex shedding to reverse, forming a reverse Karman vortex street. In a reverse Karman vortex street, counterclockwise rotating vortices from the leading edge of the upper wing surface convect downstream where they coalesce with the clockwise rotating vortices from the trailing edge of the bottom surface. The merged vortices entrain flow from the freestream, so that a high momentum flow is generated between the two vortex rows. This high momentum flow is what produces thrust.
Case 2: Re = 40000 Figures 7a, b, c, d and 8a, b, c, d show lift, drag, trailing edge deflection, and wing motion for oscillation frequencies of 0.5 Hz and 1.0 Hz, respectively. The lift force peaks in phase with the peak of the heaving motion whereas the drag peaks at the beginning of the downstroke. When compared with the hovering case, the high frequency fluctuation of the deflection angle is more profound, especially for the f = 0.5 Hz case. This is likely due to the fluid-structure interaction, as well as the increase in the aerodynamic loadings on the trailing edge during the downstroke and upstroke. The general trend of the high frequency fluctuations for the 1 Hz oscillation case is relatively similar to that found in the hovering case, but with a larger magnitude. The influence of trailing edge flexibility on the peak lift and drag is shown in Fig. 7a, b and 8a, b . Similar to the hovering-case, at f = 0.5 Hz the lift decreases as trailing edge flexibility increases. The peak lift of the most flexible wing is roughly 20% less than the peak lift of the rigid wing at this oscillation frequency. Furthermore, the flexibility of the trailing edge appears to have little effect on the peak lift force for the f = 1 Hz case. On the contrary, the wing with the highest flexibility significantly reduces the peak drag force from 6 for rigid wing to 4. For the f = 0.5 Hz case, the trailing edge flexibility appears to have a minimal impact on the drag force. Figure 9 shows the time averaged lift (a) and drag (b) as a function of reduced frequency for Re = 40000. It can be seen that the very flexible trailing edge yields the lowest lift and drag forces on the wing. The most flexible wing has the lowest average lift, as well as the lowest average drag at all reduced frequencies. As can be seen in Fig. 9a , the magnitude of the average lift decreases with increasing trailing edge flexibility. Also, operating at low reduced frequencies is found to produce larger lift and drag. In addition, it is interesting to note that the moderately flexible wing produces more drag than the rigid wing. Unlike the hovering condition, thrust is not produced for Re = 40,000. It is speculated that due to flow separation behind the wing, the wake takes the form of a drag-producing Karman vortex street. 
CONCLUSION
Inspired by biomimetic wing kinematics found in nature, an experimental study of an oscillating wing with a flexible trailing edge was performed. The experiments were conducted at Re = 0 and 40,000 for three oscillation frequencies and three different trailing edge flexibilities, where trailing edge flexibility was quantified by the spring torsional constant. Oscillation frequencies tested were 0.5, and 1 Hz, and trailing edge flexibilities tested were  , 0.14, 0.27 N-m/deg. It was found that for the most flexible trailing edge, lift and drag decreased with oscillation frequency and increased with Reynolds number. Furthermore, for both Re = 0 and 40,000, it was shown that regions of largest trailing edge deflection correlated directly to regions of highest lift and drag. It was also observed that high frequency trailing edge fluctuations decreased for both springs with increased oscillation frequency. In addition, a roughly 90° phase shift in the trailing edge deflection was generated between both springs. Lastly, for the hovering condition exclusively, it was found that the most flexible wing produced thrust. It is speculated that with the parameters of operation used in this study, and at Re = 40,000, the Karman vortex street does not reverse, resulting in a net drag force rather than thrust.
Possible future work includes carrying out the experiments at different mean pitching angles other than 20°. In addition, flow visualization should be performed to analyze fluid structure interaction and leading edge vortex shedding.
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